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Robert Venturi

• He graduated summa cum laude from 
Princeton University in 1947 & received Princeton University in 1947 & received 
his M.F.A. there in 1950

• Worked under Euro Saarinen & Louis 
Kahn before forming his own firm with 
John Rauch  John Rauch. 

• As a faculty member at the University of Pennsylvania, Venturi met his 
future wife, the architect and planner Denise Scott Brown, who 
joined the firm in 1967

• Rauch's resigned in 1989  and the firm was renamed Venturi  Scott Rauch s resigned in 1989, and the firm was renamed Venturi, Scott 
Brown and Associates, Inc.

• Robert won the Pritzker Prize in 1991
• He was a controversial critic of the purely functional and spare 

designs of modern orthodox architecture and was considered a designs of modern orthodox architecture and was considered a 
counterrevolutionary. He published his manifesto, Complexity and 
Contradiction in Architecture, in 1966.

“L  i   B ”“Less is a Bore”



Denise Scott-Brown

• Born in Zambia and raised in South Africa to
jewish parents  Scott Brown studied first in jewish parents, Scott Brown studied first in 
South Africa at the University of the 
Witwatersrand from 1948 to 1951

• She moved to London to study at the Architectural Association in 
1952 & married Robert Scott Brown in 19551952 & married Robert Scott Brown in 1955

• After the death of her husband in 1959, she moved to the US & 
obtained a master's degree from the University of Pennsylvania 
where she also served as a faculty member after her graduation 
(1960 to 1965).( )

• She married Robert Venturi in 1967. They have one son, James (who is 
currently making an independent film on his parents careers Learning 
from Bob and Denise; http://www.bobanddenise.com/)

• Well known as a scholar in urban planning, Scott Brown would later p g,
teach at Berkeley, Harvard and Yale. In 1967 she joined architect 
Robert Venturi as a principal in charge of planning with much of her 
current work with college campus planning



Learning from Las Vegas

• While teaching together at Yale  Venturi & Scott-While teaching together at Yale, Venturi & Scott
Brown designed “Learning from Las Vegas” & 
“Learning from Levittown” studio classes

• Their book based on these studies suggested that “low art” such as 
supermarkets  parking lots  commercial strips & casinos offered supermarkets, parking lots, commercial strips & casinos offered 
lessons in planning, urban design & architecture

• “Comparisons of … the historical architecture of Rome and the 
commercial architecture of Las Vegas—were embraced with equal 

th i  d t  Th  i d  h l d th  t  enthusiasm and respect. These varied sources helped them to 
rediscover what they called the forgotten symbolism of architecture, 
a concept that modern architects had rejected in favor of an 
abstract aesthetic.” 

• Venturi’s criticism of late modernism began gaining traction by the 
late 1970s. Many who had maligned the firm’s work years earlier now 
became converts, including Philip Johnson, who borrowed liberally 
from Venturi’s Vanna Venturi House for his AT&T skyscraper. y p



The Duck & The Decorated Shed

• After publishing Complexity and Contradiction, Venturi promotes the 
architectural metaphor of the duck & the decorated shedarchitectural metaphor of the duck & the decorated shed

• The duck is a building type where it’s shape/form gives a clear 
message of the functions of the structure 

• However, Venturi favors the decorated shed--a simple, even boring 
building which literally has a sign placed in front of it telling the building which literally has a sign placed in front of it telling the 
purposes or functions of the building

• These messages are conveyed through the use of cultural symbols or 
even written words

• Any symbol is appropriate whether formal or kitsch as long as the • Any symbol is appropriate whether formal or kitsch as long as the 
message is understandable to its audience

• This application of symbols to the building form has 
been a long tradition throughout architectural 
history (which Venturi argued in Complexity history (which Venturi argued in Complexity 
and Contradiction), a tradition which was only 
recently lost in the architecture of the modern era



Vanna Venturi House (1964)

• “Mother’s House” based on the 
symbolism of a central hearth

• References to historic architecture 
include: Michaelangelo's Porta Pia in 
Rome  the Nymphaeum at Palladio 

House in Greenwich, CT 1972
Rome, the Nymphaeum at Palladio 
and Alessandro Vittoria's Villa Barbaro



Allen Memorial Art Museum (1976)

• Extension to a distinguished 
building by Cass Gilbert

• Harmonized with Gilbert's 
symmetrical Renaissance pavilion 
through the careful matching of through the careful matching of 
materials and colors



Franklin Court, 1976

• Museum & memorial to Benjamin Franklin, is on the site of the 
home Franklin built for himselfo e a  bu  o  se

• The main exhibit area is underground with a steel "ghost" structure 
to represent the original house. This preserved as open space the 
site of Franklin's garden. 

• Viewing ports allow visitors • Viewing ports allow visitors 
to see the few 
archaeological remains of 
the house 

• Franklin Court is one of the • Franklin Court is one of the 
most visited attractions in 
Independence Park. It 
serves as a quiet oasis off a 
bustling commercial street.

Venturi, Rauch and Scott-Brown 
given the Presidential Award for 
Design ExcellenceDesign Excellence



Princeton University Projects, 1980s

AWARDS: 
H  A d  A i  I tit t  f A hit t  1987Honor Award, American Institute of Architects, 1987.
Gold Medal, American Institute of Architects, 
Philadelphia Chapter, 1986
Honor Award, Pennsylvania Society of Architects, 1986

Gordon 
Wu Hall, 

1983

Lewis Thomas Laboratory, 1983



Seattle Art Museum, 1991

• Exterior designed to be a work of art 
itself yet also function like the ‘grand 
old’ museums of the past inside with  
loft-like unadorned gallery spaces



Children’s Museum of Houston, 1992 

• Example of Venturi’s “shed” 
concept a boring building concept—a boring building 
made from pre-fabricated 
metal 

• However, the stucco 
pilasters, columns and pilasters, columns and 
pediment give the building 
symbolic meaning and a 
link to a greater 
architectural tradition

• Side walkway is supported 
by fiberglass "caryakids,“—
multi-colored, larger-than-
life cutouts of children 
clearly communicating the clearly communicating the 
intent of the space



National Gallery, 1991

• Renovations had been delayed after Prince 
Charles denounced a modernist design by Charles denounced a modernist design by 
the architects Ahrends, Burton and Koralek 
as "a monstrous carbuncle on the face of a 
much-loved and elegant friend". 

• The Sainsbury Wing is subdued by Venturi's The Sainsbury Wing is subdued by Venturi s 
standards, superficially blending in with the 
Wilkins façade while giving a quirky 
comment on classical architectural forms

SELECTED AWARDS:
The Benjamin Franklin 
Medal Award, 1993
Honor Award  The Honor Award, The 
American Institute of 
Architects, 1992
Arts Access Award, First 
Winner, 1992



Natl. Gallery cont.

•"I felt I had to write and say how enormously impressed I have been 
b   t i  t  th  N ti l G ll  Th  T f l  S  by your extension to the National Gallery... The Trafalgar Square 
elevation is a great success, but the interior spaces of the gallery are 
a triumph. I do congratulate you on what you have achieved..."
Charles, Prince of Wales, National Gallery, London



Nikko Resort,1997



VSB’s Disney Projects

WDW Fire Station, Orlando 1992
Frank G. Wells 
Building, Burbank 
CA 1997



Toulouse, France Capital Buildings 1999

• ‘Shed’ concept further developed 
to include ‘Talking Sheds’ with LED to include Talking Sheds  with LED 
light displays

• Scott-Brown on the LED displays: 
“They stand in contrast to the 
masonry of the buildings, much as masonry of the buildings, much as 
the blossoms on the altar stood 
against the thousand-year-old 
temple, and they permit an 
immediacy and variability of urban 

i ti  th t ld communication that would 
astound architectural 
propagandists of earlier eras, who 
incised their messages in stone.”



Residential Projects

• An imaginary, minimal vacation house serves 
as a point of departure for a theoretical as a point of departure for a theoretical 
exercise on the idea of the decorated front 
and the ordinary behind. The house series is 
an homage to Loudon and a response to the 
analyses of ‘Learning from Levittown’. In it, y g
style and function are juxtaposed, not 
distorted; and styles are applied to the front, 
while plan, section and the other three 
elevations remain constant. -VSBA website

Eclectic House Project 1977House in Northern Delaware, 1980



Residences

Stony Creek, CT 1984

East Hampton 1985Glen Cove, NY 1985



Residences cont.

House in 
Maine, 
1989

House in Vail, 1977



Furniture

The furniture for Knoll broke the 
boundary between Traditional and boundary between Traditional and 
Modern design by using historical 
styles with an industrial processes 
and symbolism and decoration in a 
Modern way. Made of molded, 
laminated plywood. 



Furniture cont.

3 bureaus are 
designed for g
Arc in the styles 
of Queen 
Anne, Louis XV, 
and Louis XVIand Louis XVI



Decorative Arts

“Each of these pieces is designed as a 
stylized and abstracted representation stylized and abstracted representation 
of one of the three Classical orders in 
architecture — decorative and witty, it 
is hoped, but not crazy.”

Designed for Alessi this set includes a 
Rococo coffee pot, a Queen Anne 
t t  N Cl i l  b l teapot a Neo-Classical sugar bowl 

and an Art Nouveau cream pitcher



Links

• Background
htt // b / j t /i d ht l• http://www.vsba.com/projects/index.html

• http://www.demel.net/th-ch4.html
• http://www.bobanddenise.com/index.php
• http://www arcspace com/architects/venturi/out of the ordi• http://www.arcspace.com/architects/venturi/out_of_the_ordi

nary/

• Images:g
• http://www.allentownartmuseum.org
• http://www.architectureweek.com/2005/0406/index.html
• http://http://2120.1stdibs.com/itemdetails.php?id=99233
• http://designmatcher.com
• http://greg.org/2005/10/my_architects.html
• http://faculty.cva.edu/contemporaryart/imagepg2.html


